GREAT DESIGN

New look in few minutes only!
Fortelock DECOR is the new member of the Fortelock product

Just choose the design which fits the most your interior

line. The Fortelock Decor tiles bring together all of the positive

and enjoy the transformation!

qualities of the Fortelock tiles like durability, endurance and
easy installation. Plus, they also come with exceptional and

Fast and simple installation without dirt

elegant design which makes them perfect for your home,

Acoustic, vibration and thermal isolation

business area, and office. This high-quality, resistant flooring is

Easy cleaning and maintenance

secured with hidden interlocking system which makes the in-

Elegant design, perfect imitation of a stone pavement

stallation easy and fast. The tiles can be laid down without any

Nice to walk on, smooth, non-slip surface

gluing or complicated preparation of the original surface so the

Eco-and health friendly tiles

renovation finally doesn’t come with dirt and a lot of noise. The

High chemical resistance of the surface

Fortelock Decor PVC tiles are available with three different

Attractive look, various designs

kinds of surface layer according to the traffic of the area where
you wish to use them. Choose from Fortelock HOME DECOR,
Fortelock BUSINESS DECOR or Fortelock SOLID DECOR.

HOME DECOR

BUSINESS DECOR

SOLID DECOR

Product number

2110

2120

2130

Application area

Domestic medium/
general usage area
nb. 22 (EN 685)

Serie

Maximum width

interlocking, floating

Type

Wear layer

Industrial heavy usage area nb. 43 (EN 685)
472×472 mm

Installation method

Weight (+/- 10 %)

Commercial- very heavy usage area nb. 34 (EN 685)

heterogenous tile
1,9 kg

2,1 kg

2,6 kg

Fatra DOMO

Fatra Novofloor Extra

Tarkett Premium Collection

FAST FLOOR
For several years, Fortemix company have been producing the Fortelock PVC
tile and other flooring materials. This company from Czech Republic (Central
Europe) is specializing in the manufacture of flooring systems for both industrial
and commercial premises and households.
Thanks to an innovative approach, superior design and highly modern
production technology, more than 10,000,000 m2 of flooring have already been
installed around the world.
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